
With the proliferation of systems and data, most organizations cannot keep track of who 
has privileged access to key corporate data and systems. Most organisations are still trying 
to manage old on-premise systems while at the same time deploying new cloud-based 
solutions. Large organisations need to delegate administrative permissions to staff in 
decentralized departments and remote locations.  This makes it very difficult to know who 
has access to sensitive corporate systems and data.  Organisations that expose sensitive 
data, put their reputation at risk, may lose their competitive advantage, and are subject to 
large penalties mandated by legislation such as GDPR.  

Cloudbridge Dynamic Roles is a cloud based privileged access management (PAM) 
solution. Cloudbridge Dynamic Roles gives organizations the ability to better manage their 
environment through a roles-based system. Granular administrative tasks can be assigned to 
roles. Users holding those roles can then perform tasks with no native access. Cloudbridge 
Dynamic Roles allows organizations to manage access across different platforms and 
products from a single console. 

HIGHLIGHTS

Cloudbridge Dynamic Roles allows 
organizations to enable granular 
administrative tasks without having to 
provide native access.   The solution helps 
organizations:

• Assign administrators and help desk staff 
to roles which control what they can do 

• Limit the distribution of privileged 
credentials 

• Generate audit reports on access to 
sensitive date

• Increase security and compliance within 
the organization 

TRY IT!

Request a free trial at: 
https://cloudbridgeplatform.com/trial/
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KEY FEATURES BENEFITS
Allows secondary administrators and help 
desk staff to do tasks without having to 
grant native permissions

Protects your privileged credentials by 
allowing delegation of tasks to given roles 
without granting any native access.

Produces audit report on system access Facilitates auditing and security compliance 
by easily producing reports on system 
access and activities.

Allows automation of repetitive 
administration tasks

Reduces the workload on administrators 
and help desk personnel by allowing 
organizations to automate repetitive or 
complex tasks.

Provides Single console for both on premise 
Active Directory and Office 365

Makes IT administration easier by providing 
a single console that can be used to manage 
privileged access across systems such as 
Office 365 and Active Directory.

Cloud based Simplifies implementation of a PAM via a 
cloud-based solution that can be accessed 
from anywhere and requires no software or 
hardware install.

ABOUT CLOUDBRIDGE

Cloudbridge’s solutions re-imagine IT 
management. By enabling true automation, 
we empower organizations to reduce their 
security exposure, reduce their operational 
costs and embrace new technologies in 
ways that empower their business.
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